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Personnel

Alto/Sop Sax: Jordan Carinelli
Alto Sax: Caleb Hardy
Tenor Sax/Flute: Christina Stradwick
Tenor Sax: Tyler James
Bari Sax: Aaron Jarvis

Trombone: Mykal Haner
Trombone: Brian Crawford
Trombone: Stephen Trumbo

Trumpet: Andrea Withee
Trumpet: Justin Bahawi
Trumpet: Christy Carson
Trumpet: Adam Burroway

Guitar: Stephen Dorsey
Guitar: Colten Settle
Piano: Tim Smith
Bass: Jordan Trent
Bass: Colin Milam
Drums: Rod Elkins

Vocalist: Alaina Krantz
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The Marshall University School of Music and Theatre is grateful for the support of many families and individuals who help make our program strong and vibrant.

If you would like to support the Music Program through a donation and assist with student scholarships, academic travel for students and ensembles, or general support of the department please contact:

Melanie Griffis, Director of Development
College of Arts and Media
304 696-2834
g riffism@marshall.edu